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Search Window
Description:

The Search Window is used in conjunction with criteria ($crit) to perform searches for 
entities in ARRIS. The Search Window defines the area of the database to search. 
The Criteria defines the entity criteria such as type, flag matches, etc. 

Flags:
There are 2 flags to be set that define a search window - #uwsel and #uwuse. Both are 
set using the $setvar utility.

#uwsel - The Window Search definition. The available settings are:

#wnone - (-1) - No search window.
#wpoint (1) - Point window. The search area is a point.
#wline - (2) - Line window. The search area is a line.
#wbox - (3) - Box window. The search area is a box.
#wcomp - (4) - Complex window. The search area is a polygon.
#wcompwk - (4) - Complex window. The search area is a polygon.

#uwuse - The Search area Usage. The available settings are:

#walin - All in. All entity locations must be inside the search area.
#wsmin - Some in. For entitles with more than 1 delta (location point), at

least 1 point must be in the search area.
#walout - All out. All entity locations must be outside the search area.
#wsmout - Some out. For entities with more than 1 delta (location point),

at least 1 point must be outside the search area.

#lnthru - Line through.

This flag can be used with #uwsel set to #wbox, #wcomp, or #wcompwk 
(area searches) and #uwuse set to #wsmin (some in). The flag #lnthru is 
set using the $setvar utility and is either #true or #false. If set to #true a 
line will be found in the search if it passes through the search area, even if 
both endpoints of the line (both "deltas" or database points) are outside 
the search area.

Once set the search definition and search area usage remain set until changed using 
the $setvar utility.
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If the window is a box or polygon, (i.e. #uwsel is set to #wbox, #wcomp, or 
#wcompwk) the points of the box or polygon boundary are entered by setting the 
#vwknt and #vwcomp flags.

#vwknt - This flag contains the number of points in the boundary. Note that the
first and last point should be the same in defining a closed boundary and 
that the beginning/end point is counted twice - as the first and last point. 
The flag is set using the $setvar utility.

#vwcomp - This flag is an internal array that contains the search window
vertices. This flag is set by putting the vertex points in a local point array 
variable and then setting the flag using the $setary utility. When putting 
the points in the array variable, the first point should go into the (0) array 
slot, the second point in the (1) array slot and so on. The last array slot 
designation will always be 1 less than the number of points in the array. 
The first argument of $setary is #vwcomp, the second argument is the 
point array variable name with the ampersand (&) character in front of it, 
and the third argument is the number of array elements (i.e. number of 
points). Refer to the documentation for $setary.

Example:

$setvar(#uwsel,#wnone)

This example turns off a search window. The search will extend to the entire area 
of the database.

$setvar(#uwsel,#wcomp)
$setvar(#vwknt,5)
parray(0)=p1
parray(1)=p2
parray(2)=p3
parray(3)=p4
parray(4)=p1
$setary(#vwknt,&parray,5)
$setvar(#uwuse,#walin)

In this example the search window is a 4 sided polygon with vertices at p1, p2,
p3, and p4. The search is for entities that are completely (all deltas or point 
locations) inside the boundary established by p1, p2, p3, and p4. Note that the 
array has 5 elements with the p1 vertex as both the first and last point. This 
closes the boundary.
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